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Size | Quantity

Combos

 

)

SINGLE

DOUBLE

executive

super slim

the ultimate

the desk set

executive

super slim

the ultimate

the desk set

Executive Pads Order Form

Store Information

Drop Ship to Client (+$5.00)Store

Name:
 
Address: 

Phone:

Email Address:

Ship To:

please indicate preferred shipping method.

Shipping Information

Store Name:
 
Contact: 

Client Name/PO: 

Email Address:

Page:                                   of

Store Information

Proofs

 Ground             2 -Day               Next DayFedEx:

 Priority MailUSPS:

Ink Color(s) Design
font, monogram, and/or motif details)(

2
0

2
3

SINGLE

small 

skinny 

large 

square

letter 

*

*

*

*

Pinks
Oranges

Yellows
Blues

Greens
Purples

Neutrals

rainbow collection notepads

shaded options

Rainbow and shaded notepads come in the fonts as shown.

Rainbow Script Rainbow Block

Please indicate placement.

($5.00 additional

Please Underline All Capital Letters

Copy

Proofs

Color proofs will be provided complimentary with each order, which will be 
sent via email. Please note that due to variations in computer screen 
resolutions, the colors as you view them on your computer may vary from the 
�nished product. If changes are required, they will be at a charge of $15 per 
round and revised proofs will be emailed back to the retailer. Haute Papier 
never goes to print on an order until �nal approval is provided by the retailer.

Notes

Shaded BlockInitial
For shaded notepads, please choose which style above, and which color assortment below.

greek collection notepads
Please be sure to indicate which letter and color for each character chosen.

Character 1 Character 2 Character 3

letter letter letter

color color color

couture crests + multi-color motifs are an additional $6 for single, $12 for double & $15 for acrylic

DOUBLE

small 

skinny 

large 

square

letter 

*

ACRYLIC TRAY

quantity

Script -S5 Block - B21
If including personalization beyond the Greek letters, please select which font option below.
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